overhead. Large square-cut timbers create stout walls ... some obviously for people, others apparently for livestock. Concrete bulkheads
were built into the cavity to provide shelter. The area is strewn
with broken furniture, plumbing parts, rusty farm implements and,
strangely, a vacuum cleaner.
I later read that early settlers established temporary homes under
these cliffs, and that, like us, travelers on the railway were surprised to
see these habitations along their route. The rest will remain a mystery
for now. My ducklings and I return to Eureka Springs well satisfied,
eager to share a report of the day's adventures, and already looking
ahead to what mysteries we might explore on next year's ride. \i)

REFERENCES:
Eureka Springs Railway
The Eureka Springs Railway:
An Automobile Tour into the Past,
author H.G. Cragon (2005), Dallas,
Texas, Cragon Books
Eureka Springs, Arkansas
www.eurekasprings.org
The Travelers Inn,
Eureka Springs
(ride headquarters)
www.travelersinn.com

The Grill
(inside) The Shortstop Conoco
Highways 62 and 127
Garfield, Arkansas 72732
Ozark National Forest
www.fs.fed.us/oonf/ozark
Beaver, Arkansas
www. beavertownrvpark.com/about.htm
Pea Ridge National Military Park
www.nps.gov/peri \i}
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I glance in my rear-view mirror, watching headlights emerge from the gloom ... one, two, three.
I rook at the road ahead, back at the mirror ... four,
five, six.
Repeating this over and over I ride on, a two-wheeled mother duck verifYing
the presence of her ducklings.
Ducklings?
These armored riders on powerful KTMs, KLRs and BMWs would be
surprised, and perhaps in their hearts dismayed, at being characterized as tiny
yellow-feathered creatures. Yet I can't help translating this sense of responsibility
into a barnyard metaphor. We are in the
Ozarks and it seems fitting.
My "ducklings" and I are among 75 riders
here for the Sixth Annual Hillbilly DualSport Ride, an officially "nonorganized"
event growing in popularity. Headquartered
in Eureka Springs, Arkansas, the ride draws
dual-sport enthusiasts from a half-dozen
surrounding states for a long weekend
exploring dirt roads and trails in these
rugged old mountains.
The Ozarks form the most significant
mountainous region between the Rocky
Mountains and the Appalachians. For
motorcycling residents of the central United
States, they offer a convenient and scenic
destination graced by miles of twisty asphalt.
Established in 1879, artsy and eclectic
Eureka Springs has an Old World feel. Its
56 DECEMBER 2009
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Victorian structures of wood and native
limestone cling to the mountainside along
the steep, winding lanes of the village. This
"Little Switzerland of the Ozarks" is worth
a visit regardless of one's mode of travel.
But our objective is to get out of town,
charming as it is, and the asphalt is only a
means to an end ... dirt! Riders are here to
get "off the beaten path" on a variety of
dual-sport machines.
Most of the guys on KTMs and the like
head south down Highway 23 to the Ozark
National Forest, where they can enjoy fast
fire roads and gnarly trails, testing their
skills against ravines, boulders, deep rushing
streams and fallen trees.
I, on the other hand, have devised a
route around history and scenery. A group
of like-minded men and women join me
and my Yamaha XT225, ready to explore
in spite of temperatures in the 40s and a
steady rain.
Our ride will follow the route of the
historic Eureka Springs Railway. In 1880,
the nearest railroad was at Pierce City,
Missouri, 55 miles north. Those seeking
the medicinal qualities of the natural
springs had to travel a grueling nine hours
by wagon from Pierce City to reach Eureka
Springs. The Eureka Springs Railway
began operations in 1883, connecting the
village with Seligman, Missouri, 18 1/2 miles
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-Bill and Susan Dragoo

Bill and Susan go head-to-head over Ara i and Shoei dual sport helmets
You want me to do WHAT?

Take it apart.
Why? I just want to wear it.
So you can truly appreciate the craftsmanship
that goes into such a fine piece of protective
gear.
I already appreciate it. Destroying it won't
make me like it any better. What's that you
are wearing?
Shoei.
Gesundheit!
Not funny, Sweetheart. It's a Shoei Hornet
DS and it is probably the best all-around
helmet made.
I beg to differ.

he question is, are these helmets worth
the cost? After the experience Susan
and I have had with ours, I would argue in the affirmative.
Arai has long been considered one of the
most comfortable helmets made. Shoei has
shared the same sentiment among men and
women who spend a lot of time wearing a lid.
The Shoei Hornet DS and Arai XD 3 weigh almost the same, 3.6 and 3.66 pounds respectively, according to scales at the local post office.
Light, considering they have a shield and visor,
plus they can both accommodate goggles as
well. By comparison, the HJC CL X5 weighs
exactly the same as the Hornet( without goggles)
and the Nolan flip-face N 102 is slightly heavier
at 3.78 lbs. Goggles will add a quarter pound to
typical dirt bike helmets without a shield.
Once disassembled, both helmets even
further stand out from the competition. Ventilation is superior in both the Arai and Shoei. Susan and I each could feel the airflow across the
crowns of our heads, right where that infernal
itch sets in on long, hot rides. Shoei's Cross

Vortex ventilation system
has six operable vents including the chin vent.
All can be shut off or
opened with a touch. Arai
has five operable vents in
addition to other fixed ports.
The Arai vent system is a tad
easier to work on the fly than
the Shoei. But the secret to
both is the design of their
crown padding and molded
vent channels. Where less expensive helmets have a blanket effect on top, Arai and Shoei each use a unique
support system which enhances both comfort
and airflow.
e think of safety as almost a given
when it comes to helmets. Either we
have one, thus are safe, or do not and are leaving our lives to chance. Shoei's "AIM," their
multi composite shell construction and EPS
(Expanded Polystyrene) liner system, insure
that the rider is protected by a helmet that easily exceeds Snell and DOT design standards.
Arai utilizes a highly evolved fiberglass
process for its shell, which is also reported to
exceed Snell and Government standards. In addition, the XD 3 has an emergency removal
feature to its cheek pads which causes less
stress on the neck in the event the helmet must
be removed after an accident.
The best part about both is their versatility. Each helmet sports both a removable visor
and a removable shield. Shoei's shield has four
distinctive positions and Arai 's Twin-Cam system seems to help the shield stay put even between its fully opened and closed positions.
Some buyers might prefer more color options
than Shoei and Arai currently provide.

bucks still won't get you much, but the Arai and
Shoei class helmets are worth considering. And
style is more important now than ever, too. The
Arai XD 3 and Shoei Hornet DS certainly have
the looks that adventure, super-moto and dual
sport riders want. As to which is best, you decide. ""W

.••.......•.........•••......••.•••. .... •••• ..

re they worth the money? Either helmet
can set you back over $400. Which is
best? You will have to decide for yourself. But
when I was a kid, a popular helmet company
had a motto that said it best. "Got a ten dollar
head, buy a ten dollar helmet." These days ten
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"If you crash and kill me, I'm go ing to
kill you!" I tell a subdued Bill.
We proceed on down into Mena and have
a Coke before riding at a much more leisurely
pace back to our cabin for the night.
Next day, it's time to head home and I
must face the reality of my situation. No, Bill
says, we're not going to leave the Sportster here
and come back for it with a trailer later in the
week. And, I am sti ll determined not to ride the
Dyna. In retrospect, my stubbornness makes
little sense but there it is. We head out, me full
of trepidation on the Sportster but determined to
get it done.

T

he most expeditious way home includes a
bit of the Talimena Scenic Drive, which I

negotiate at an agoni zingly slow speed. I know
this tries Bill 's patience but given my state of
mind this is the best I can do. State of mind ...
those are the key words. My theory is that if
you go slow enough on curves, braking power
is not an issue. But that's a lesson for another
day.
We stay on Highway 9 going home to
Norman and I grow to realize that this won't be
so difficult provided no sudden stops are required. I give myself plenty of latitude to anticipate stops as we go through small towns and
hope no unexpected road hazards require me to
shut it down in seconds. Because it's not going
to do that.
We finally make it home ... safely. Bill has
graciously allowed me to lead the way so I can
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set my own pace, which has forced him to languish behind me at slow speeds. I'm sure it
made him crazy but he didn 't show it ... any
more than usual. Rather, he continued to encourage me, giving me the confidence to keep
moving.
I've never again taken that front brake for
granted. Some riders rarely use it, but they are
missing most of their stopping power. This error will eventua ll y become apparent if you're
not practiced at using both brakes when you
slow and stop. If you ride long enough, you
will, at some point, face an emergency situation
when you will need the whole 100%. Maybe
more. Just make it a habit to practice doing it
right. and pray you don 't break the brake lever a
long way from home. - .
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onight, in southeastern Oklahoma, everything is dark ... the highway, the
sky, and the forest beside the road. It is
a dense, merciless darkness, refusing purchase
to my feeble head lamp. I struggle with fear and
fatigue as I try to keep my Sportster moving forward around the black asphalt curves.
And ... it's raining. It has been raining
for a long time. We left our raingear behind and
I am soaked, and chilled to the bone.
I should mention too that we are not sure
where we are. 1 hate to say we're " lost," but at
the moment it seems to be true.
Bill 's brake light glows steadily as he
swings his Harley Davidson to the shoulder. I
try to calm myself as I maneuver my Sportster
to the right of his rear wheel. To his right ... on
an invisible embankment sloping steeply downward, which neither of us could have noticed in
this blackness.
"I'm losing it! I'm losing it!"
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If there is a way to prop my bike on the
ride to Eagle Creek Guest Cottages, purportedly
kickstand on such a slope, I am neither strong
located somewhere near Octavia, Oklahoma, in
enough, quick enough, nor clearheaded enough
LeFlore County. It was nearing Bill's birthday
to think of it. Instead, my right foot searches in
and I thought a road trip would be just the
thing.
vain for something solid. Bill is frantically tryI had been riding for about a year, but not
ing to park his Dyna so he can come to my aid.
He finally manages
to stabilize his bike
and scramble over .
"He finally manages to stabilize his bike and scramble over...
. . just as my bike
just as my bike and I lose our baHie with gravity."
and I lose our battle
with gravity. Bill
helps me pick up
the
500-pound
Sportster, which is lying nearly upside down on
enough to be proficient. Surely this jaunt would
the gravelly incline, my right leg pinned underhelp me improve my skills. Little did l know.
neath.
Attempts to wait out and then circumnavigate rain storms have delayed us, along with a
e had left our home in Norn1an that auwrong turn that had us in Antlers before we realized our mistake. We had not planned to be
tumn morning for the proverbial "threeout on the road at this late hour.
hour tour." What we expected was a leisurely
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Story by Susan Dragoo

I

' m only five-foot-three, but my husband
thinks I'm taller. I know this because every
time he gets a new bike, he thinks l should
take it for a spin. Even his treetop-tall KLX
which has a 35-inch seat height! 30-inch inseam, 35-inch saddle. Do the math. "Sorry,
honey, but that just won' t work." Don 't get me
wrong. I like being put on a pedestal, but not
one with a 30-horsepower motor and an attitude!
Our latest acquisition is a 2005 BMW
F650GS . My friend Claire Johnson recently replaced her heavier BMW R 1150RT with the
F650 and her husband Chris installed KoubaLinks on the rear suspension to lower its height
for her. When I rode hers, I knew I had to have
one too. What a great motorcycle and Claire's
fit me perfect! y.
My husband Bill loves to hunt for bikes
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and it didn ' t take him long to bag a yellow F650
for me, the aforementioned 2005 model. It was
close to a fit, but at more than 400 pounds with
fuel , I was in no mood to tolerate "close to."
This is my bike and it should fit me comfortably, right? Encouragement from Chris and
Claire about the benefits of using lowering links
sent Bill to Norm Kouba, who clearly has plenty
of experience with these bikes (and many other
makes). Norm recommended a set of one-inch
links and a small adjustment on the front forks
to even things out. Bill took his advice. I had no
idea how soon I would benefit from the modification.

L

ater that week, which made it early last
November, Bill was away at the International Motorcycle Show in Fort Worth. I decided to take advantage of the wonderful fall

weather and hit the back roads on the BMW to
explore and take photographs. Red Rock Canyon, near Hinton, Oklahoma, was my destination, about 70 miles northwest of our home in
Norman. The sheer canyon walls, up to 75 feet
in height, are said to have been carved from red
sandstone 200 million years ago when, according to geologists, the banks of a prehistoric sea
began to stir, and the shifting land cut canyons
100 to 200 feet deep and a few miles long into
the sandstone of the Permian Red Beds.
The chasm once served as a well protected winter camp for the Plains Indians and was
used by pioneers traveling westward as a stopping-off point. Wagon ruts from those days are
still visible. Local legend says the area was also
used as a hiding place for horse thieves during
the 19th and early 20th centuries. In the 1930's,
a civic group blasted a winding road down into
the canyon and built a park, which was deeded
to the state in 1954. Today, Red Rock Canyon is
a popular spot for camping and rappelling.

T

hough by no means a pioneer, I sought out
the roads less traveled to add interest to
my journey. I am not afraid to ride in the rough,
and dirt and gravel are typically no problem, but
the stuff I encountered on one county road was
not of this world. Six-inch deep gravel has nei-

ther conscience nor scruples. I managed to stay
on the gas and plow my way through the worst
of it, but sooner or later I had to stop, even if
just to capture the image of a leaf in all its autumn glory. When I did, the bike slewed and 1
did the unthinkable. I dabbed. To my surprise
and wonder, my foot found terra firma right
away and my bobble was arrested. My confidence went up exponentially with every stop.
By the end of the day, I had enjoyed my new
bike, gathered some great photographs, and returned home without a single scratch or bruise.
The BMW's too low for Bill now but he
bartered for a taller saddle he can switch out
from time to time to make it a more comfortable
ride for him. The long-term solution to that dilemma will arrive in the spring of 2008 in the
form of a new BMW F800GS for my nearly sixfoot tall husband ... seat height ... almost 35
inches. Meantime, I'm outfitting my low-riding
Beemer for adventure travel. I've got the excellent Wolfman Denali tankbag from Eric 'The
Wolfman" Hougen, plus the Fieldsheer Adventure jacket and the Widder heated vest, both
from the good folks at Competition Accessones.
Now, properly equipped and fit to aT (or
in this case, a B ... MW), I'm ready to go places!

Got questions about
lowering a motorcycle?
There is some helpful
information in the
FAQ's on the KoubaLink
web site:
www. koubalink. com

Eric Hougen:
www. wolfmanluggage. com

Competition Accessories:
www. compacc. com
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Thousands of years ago, the limestone overhangs of
the Ozarks were home to Native American bluff
dwellers. They disappeared long ago- or did they?
' ' Hey, Susan, did you see those weird buildings under the bluffs just outside of Butler
Hollow? ' '
Whitey Mason, his son, Kagen , Rob Fagnant, Joe Saunders and I are sitting at "The
Grill," a burger joint on Highway 62 in Garfield,
Arkansas. On this chilly March afternoon in
2008, we are discussing the best route for our
return to Eureka Springs on Day Two of the
Sixth Annual Hillbilly Dual Sport Tour. We're
among 75 riders from Oklahoma and a half-dozen other states, here for a long weekend of fun
and fellowship on the back roads and trails of the
Ozark Mountains.
"Yeah, Whitey, that was strange," I say.
The sight had called to mind the ruins of Anasazi
cliff dwellings in southwestern Colorado.
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"Let's go back that way and check it out,"
eavy rains had created flooding conditions
all over Arkansas and Missouri. Our
says Whitey.
course would take us north over the White River
"I'm in," I say, eager to explore.
Rob, Joe and Kagen concur.
at Beaver, but reportedly the bridge there was
Blustery weather had dampened some submerged. We decided to try it anyway, hoping
folks' spirits but we'll not let it spoil our plans. the waters had subsided.
I was captain, having my handlebarThese guys chose to join me for today's "slow
but scenic" ride in spite of driving rain and tern- mounted Garrnin 276C and a meticulously
peratures in the low 40's. We came a long way mapped route. Whitey took the job oftail gunto ride and I had a route prepared, so we agreed ner and off we went in the downpour. As I strugon an 8:30 a.m. departure. Ironically, the "fast gled to see through my rain-spattered goggles, it
group" was slower to decide on a course of ac- became obvious that today was the perfect day to
tion and a bit reluctant to brave the elements. overcome my reluctance to ride in wet condiNonetheless, they pulled out of ride headquarters tions. After a short jaunt up Highway 23 we
at The Travelers' Inn just ahead of us.
descended into the White River valley. Lo and
behold, the river was brimming but the waters
had receded enough to make crossing possible.

of Katie Elder," starring John
Wayne and Dean Martin.

I

t is almost lunchtime, so we pack
up and motor on into town to
find some edible road food. To our
surprise, we stumble upon an Italian
restaurant on the comer of Main
and 2nd Street.
"Giuseppe's Italian Dining"
is one of those happy accidents you
discover when you least expect it.
We park up the street in the only
shade we can find. Hopefully it will
hold up until we can finish lunch.
As we walk inside we are greeted
with the aroma of garlic and fresh
bread, an irresistible invitation for
two hungry motorcyclists. The juices begin flowing at once. A nice selection of pastas, meat dishes, and
sides, along with
an
extensive
wine list, comprise the menu,
and there is an
"Oklahoma
Veal" Parrnagiana (actually pork
tenderloin) ... for
the local tastes.
We order Chicken Ravioli and
Tortellini with
Pesto sauce, but
decide to forego
the wine since
we are riding. We opt instead for
iced tea, but their wine cellar is intriguing, hidden deep in what used
to be a bank vault. .. the building
once housed the local bank. I only
spied the San Pellegrino on the
menu after ordering my tea. I regret
missing the refreshing, imported
mineral water but we are not disap-

pointed when our food arrives. The
pasta is fresh and tasty, and the
pesto superb. The waitress brings us
oil and vinegar with our bread, just
like at La Baguette, our favorite
dining spot back home. We share
one of those, "Can you believe this
is really happening?" glances as we
touch the comer of our napkins to
satisfied lips. Happy accident, indeed!

T

o top things off, Harold
Welliver, owner ofGiuseppe 's,
comes out for a visit, making our
welcome complete. A seasoned restaurateur, Welliver acquired the establishment in January of 2008 and
opens it Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays, to the apparent delight of
diners in the region.
we
As
ride away, it occurs to me that
Oklahoma
ts
rich in history
and fascinating
historical destinations. From
cattle to cuisine,
the Land Run to
Sooner Football, and from
heroes to outlaws, Oklahoma
has it all. Not to
be left behind,
the little town of Marlow has its
own share of tales to tell. Load
your GPS, grab a gazetteer and
"discover" a new route, or simply
blaze down I-44 if time is of the essence. Marlow is still a good place
for cowboys, even the motorized
ones, to relax before getting back
on the dusty trail. - .

"CATTLE DRIVES
STOPPED REBE TO
WATER AT WILD
HORSE CREEK AND
OUTLAWS RDLED UP
IN ACAVE LESS TRAN
AQ.UABTEB-MILE
FBDM WREBE WE
PARKED DUB BIKES."
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wheel the yellow GS into the
shade on the main drag in
Alex, a town consisting of littie more than a sign and a ghost
remnant of a downtown, southwest
of Blanchard, Oklahoma. We left
our home in Norman just over an
hour ago. Susan pulls her blue and
white Yamaha XT 225 up beside me
and peels off her helmet. A smudge
of grit crests her nose. I smile, but I
keep the smudge a secret. The sign
on the bank said it was 103 degrees
when we passed through Blanchard.
We haven't donned our evaporative
vests yet, but it is likely we will before this trip is over.
We check our gazetteer, a
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page from The Roads of Oklahoma
depicting topographical information and more than the average bit
of detail regarding backroads which
are invisible when looking at the
usual AAA- or Conoco-issue map.
Susan punches buttons on her
GPS. "How far south of Rush
Springs do you want to go?'' she
quizzes as I ponder whether to head
west or continue south a few more
miles.
"I dunno. Let's see where this
road takes us."

oasis at Black Rocks Ranch, in the
western foothills of the Wichita
Mountains. We zig and zag our way
south and west over narrow pavement, dirt and gravel, knowing that
we will eventually run into I-44,
probably somewhere near Fort Sill.
The roads start looking more
"traveled," indicating that we are
coming into a town the back way. A
rusty tractor sits by an old CO-OP
building. Susan motions for me to
pull over. She wants a picture.
A half-block away a trussed
bridge peaks through an elderly cotnd so goes our Saturday ride; tonwood grove lining a creek. We
~nal destination, our friends are beckoned to its shade. This time
Chris and Claire Johnson's secluded we both shuck our helmets and

A

vented jackets. We have arrived in
"Marlow Grove," as it was known
in the late 1800's; a good place to
rest. Cattle drives stopped here to
water at Wild Horse Creek and outlaws holed up in a cave less than a
quarter-mile from where we parked
our bikes. We take a few minutes to
stroll the banks. A monument attests
to the unfair arrest of the Marlow
brothers, descendants of Daniel
Boone, who were falsely accused of
stealing cattle. A vigilante mob attacked them as they were being
transported to Weatherford, some
60 miles away. The story of their
heroic efforts to save themselves is
told in the 1965 movie, "The Sons

!

toggle the kill switch with relief. The engine beneath me
shudders, then falls silent. Still astride the Sportster, I
remove my bug-spattered helmet, take a deep breath, and
feel my heart rate begin to slow. Finally, I look up at Bill.
"Great ride," he smiles. Well, yes and no. This early
November Sunday had blessed us with a beautiful afternoon.
Narrow, tree-shaded back roads took us on a serpentine route to
an old railroad bridge 50 miles from our home in Norman,
Oklahoma. The "Byers Bridge" is a rusty, steel-arched, highgirder relic spanning the South Canadian River and connecting
the villages of Byers and Wanette.

Towering oaks and cottonwoods grace both ends of the
structure, carpeting the road surface with colorful leaves to
crunch beneath our tires. Years ago, someone thought it useful
to convert the rail bridge into a one-lane auto route, shortening
the travel distance between the neighboring towns. Utilitarian in
origin, the bridge was for us romantic . . . an ideal backdrop for
a weekend ride.
y riding performance was, however, less than ideal. I
was balky, hesitating at intersections and struggling to
stay in my lane on turns. The traffic made me nervous and with

THE LONGER WAY DOWN
klahoma's movie-goers
jammed theaters in July to
enjoy a limited engagement of "The Long Way Down,"
the film of another epic journey by
England's Ewan McGregor and
Charley Boorman, this time the
length of Africa. Well, I admit
"jammed theaters" is an exaggeration. When we arrived for the onenight showing 45 minutes early at
OKC 's Tinseltown Theater "to
make sure we got a good seat," we
found we could choose any seat in
the house. Except for the two occupied by a young couple in Tinseltown uniforms, sparking in the back
of the empty theater. In all, perhaps
two dozen viewers showed up for
the screening. Regardless, it was an
enjoyable documentary about an intriguing adventure. Not quite the
scope of the pair's circumnavigation of the globe ("The Long Way
Round"), but that stands to reason.
atching the film brought to
mind the journey of another adventure rider, also an EngIishman, chronicled in the book,
Into Africa, which I recommend to
those interested in a detailed account of a similar, but more difficult
(i.e. solo and unsupported) trip.
The author, Sam Manicom,
considered himself an "ordinary
bloke" when he undertook to ride a
motorcycle the length of "The Dark
Continent." Yet he knew the journey upon which he was embarking
was anything but ordinary. I wonder if he could have imagined the
transformation he would undergo
during this adventure of body and
spirit?
The first page of the book's
prologue provided an early opportunity for a paradigm shift: "Many
(people) said to me (over the years),
'You're incredibly lucky to have
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been able to travel the world, I wish
I could.' At first when people said
that, my self-centred attitude was ' if
I can so can you.' I believed that
people generally have the ability to
make their lives head in the direction they wish; I was wrong." Into
Africa is written "for those of you
who ... live in circumstances that
may never allow you to ride two
wheels into adventure."
ike Sam, I had been inclined to
think, "If I can do it so can
you." I realize now that I believed,
whether consciously or subconsciously, that people have only their
own self-limiting attitudes to rise
above if they truly want to seek adventure. But that is neither fair nor
uniformly true, as Sam observes.
His point is well made, and his story
reveals not only a spirit of determination but also a significant empathy and respect for his fellow man.
When Sam decided to
give his life "a damn good shaking"
he chose a BMW R80 GS to do it
on. At first a nervous rider, feeling
as if he were "riding a drunken pig,"
Sam soon became a capable rider
and seemingly one with the bike
(which he eventually named "Libby") after covering 22,000 miles,
from Alexandria, Egypt to Durban,
South Africa over the course of a
year.

T

he bike gets Sam both into
and out of some scrapes and
allows him to experience this exotic
land at its most basic level. And,
although the geography is both
challenging and spectacular, it is
Africa's people who are the threads
weaving this journey into a rich tapestry of a tale. He befriends, and is
befriended by, both fellow travelers
and locals, resulting in many flavors
of camaraderie. Mark Twain said

that "Travel is fatal to prejudice, would the journey ever have begun?
bigotry and narrow mindedness" But the rewards were great ... a
and this holds true. Towards the sky-high stack of experiences that
end of his journey, Sam realized most of us neither will have nor
that "Africa was continuing to would have imagined if Sam hadn't
change the way I both saw and gone to the trouble. - .
thought about things."
www.sam-manicom.com
In retrospect, the challenges
seem daunting ... if one had known,
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Country Comfort & Country Breakfast
BIKE TOURS upon request to:
Cookson Hills, Quachita Mountains,
Talamena Drive, Robbers Cave,
& Kiamichi Mountains
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1718 E. Old Military Road, Stigler, OK

TWO TALES, TWO WHEELS, TWO CONTINENTS
hat can you say
about
Glen
Heggstad? Known
as the "Striking Viking," this Califomian is one heckuva man to have
survived being taken and tortured
by Colombian rebels during a motorcycle traverse of South America.
His perseverance and discipline
leave the reader awed, not to mention relieved, when he is finally rescued and continues his journey.
You can't take anything away from
what Heggstad endured.
Unfortunately, his book, Two
Wheels Through Terror, probably
should have ended about the time
he was trucked to safety by the Red
Cross, once the reader was assured
that Heggstad would survive and

ultimately thrive (and write books,
star in videos, lead adventure rides,
make personal appearances, et cetera). Instead, Heggstad defiantly
continued his journey to the southernmost tip of South America and
then rode all the way back to Palm
Springs. And he tells us "the rest of
the story" in agonizing detail. AIthough T finished the entire book I
came very close to putting it down
after repeated "entries" from
Heggstad 's journal about what a
man of the people he is, yes, he
even loves the Colombian rebels
who captured, starved, marched,
and otherwise brutalized him. And
really, I could hardly believe what I
was reading as he waxed poetic
about a sunset:

"Daylight fades into black
velvet night as the finale of this cosmic orgasm. The sky pops with diamonds cast magically across the
void - precious sparkling jewels
from far away, yet near enough to
caress my skin like raindrops on my
fingertips." Did the earth move for
you?
The only thing about Glen is
perhaps, just perhaps, he takes himself a tad too seriously. On the other
hand, close on the heels of finally
slogging through the last pithy
words ofTwo Wheels Through Terror, I picked up (thanks to the recommendation of Ride Oklahoma's
own "uncommon man" Ricky
Brooks) Lois on the Loose, the delightful and witty account of Lois
Pryce 's journey the length of the
Americas to yes, the same spot
Heggstad was shooting for, Ushuaia, the southernmost town in South
America. It is fascinating to juxtapose their two tales.

P

ryce was working in a London
office of the BBC when she
decided it was time to scratch her
itch to travel in a big way. It was
natural for the BSA aficionado to
choose a motorcycle as her vehicle
of choice, but somewhat less obvious to me was her choice of the Yamaha XT 225 as her means of travel. (The bike is sold as a "Serow" in
Great Britain). In "Lois on the
Loose," Pryce engagingly describes
her effort to verify Robert Louis
Stevenson's hypothesis that "It is
better to travel hopefully than to arrive." I'll leave it to you to discover
her findings but suffice it to say 1
read the book in two good sittings
and intend to order her new book
about a trans-Africa trip. Yes, she's
does videos and personal appearances, too!
Impressive enough is that
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Pryce made the journey on such a
small bike and notable to me since I
own and love one of the same models (though a newer version). She
gets into scrapes but doesn't sink
into melodrama in the telling of it.
Instead, she intrigues the reader
with her matter-of-fact humor and
optimism, even as she travels some
of the same difficult terrain described in painstaking (and painful)
detail by Heggstad.

I

guess maybe Heggstad wanted to
do the trip the hardest way possible, although obviously he didn 't
plan on being kidnapped by guerillas, and Pryce just wanted to do the
trip. In either case, while I was entertained by both accounts, on the
one hand mildly so and on the other
hand quite so, neither story encouraged me to make the same journey.
But bravo to those who do. I can't
wait to read about it!
Two Wheels Through Terror
and Lois on the Loose are both
available through Whitehorse Press,
www.whitehorsepress.com . . . . .

my loss of confidence I regressed, forgetting the previous day's
lessons on leaning and close-quarters work. It was a mediocre
performance at best.
Back at the house, I laugh silently at my former image of
myself as a motorcyclist. Yes, in my teens I rode mopeds and
mini-bikes in pastures and on neighborhood streets. An I-35
cloverleaf on a Sportster is a wholly different, and acutely
humbling, experience. Today marks on ly my third long-distance
ride as pilot of my own machine. I reflect upon the journey that
brought me to this moment.
Bill and I had been brought together on a sleek, black Dyna
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Since that fir:.lf ride)
J have been learninfj
to embrace my /ear.

••
What motivates a woman to buy,
and learn to ride, her own motorcycle? The female riding population is growing, but a blonde
ponytail peeking out from under
a helmet still catches the eye .

• I became a motorcycle owner
myself about three years ago
and I wrote this story in the early
months of my subsequent adventures. It touches on my inspiration, my experience, and most
importantly, how I conquered my
fears.

••
•
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-Susan Dragoo
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Sport. I had stayed away from motorcycles for years before that
night, fearful of the danger. I remember well our first date and
my acute awareness of the risk I believed I was taking. I
climbed on the back of his
Harley with no helmet and we
sped off into the late summer
evening. The experience was a
feast for the senses. The smells
of the soil and newly cut hay
pricked my nostrils as we rode
south on Highway 77 towards
Thunder Valley. Wann air
swept over my skin, punctuated
by cool dips into the hollows. I
wrapped my arms around Bill's
waist and held on. I cheered
him on that evening as he raced
against the clock on the quarter
mile in the Harley Drags. As

they say, the rest is history.
ince that first ride, I have been learning to embrace my fear.
As long as I was on the back of Bill's bike, no real conquest
was required. I could hold on,
anticipate that shot of adrenaline on
the curves and surrender myself to
the adventure. I chose to trust Bill's
decades of riding experience and
took responsibility for the remaining
peril. I did buy a helmet and wear it
religiously, for the record .
About a year later, we had spent
an adrenaline-packed weekend twoup at high speeds on the mountain
roads of northwest Arkansas. On the
way home, I told Bill I wanted to get
my own bike. I'm still not sure why
I crossed that line. Was it a desire to
experience the excitement of those
curves more directly as the driver?
Or the need for more control of my
destiny (an illusory thing, no
doubt). I knew I didn't want to give
up the heady experience of wrapping myself around Bill as we
explored the world together on two
wheels, but something made me
want the option of doing it on my
own as well.
week later, I was buying a
pristine 2003 Triumph
Bonneville T-1 00 Centennial
Edition. It's a beautiful machine
that turns heads wherever we go.
Not what you usually see at "bike
night"! When we got home, we
took her out for lessons. "Bonnie"
is a temperamental creature and in
the hands of this amateur she stalled
at slow speeds. I dumped her twice.
It was a wake-up call and I started

taking this seriously.
I needed some experience, and
we wasted no time taking her on a
real road ride, southwesterly to the
Wichita Mountains. With my heart
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Susan and Bill rode
through Italy on a
Ducati Multistrada for
their honeymoon.

in my throat most of the way, I made plenty of mistakes but
managed to negotiate the roads safely and actually started to
relax as we headed towards home.
Then, strangely enough, Bill said he found a Sportster in
Minnesota he wanted to buy. When he brought it home, I
realized I was the designated rider for the 2001 883 (now 1200)
Custom (with Screaming Eagle upgrade). Why? Is it all the
Harley clothing I own? (Just doesn't go with a Brit bike!) Or,
could it be that in our circles it's just "the deal" to ride a Harley?
I soon understood the real reason ... the Harley is much more
forgiving for a beginner than the tightly wound Triumph. The
Sportster is like a different species .... "a large and growly bear"
(to borrow a term from a children's book) compared with the
feline nature of the Triumph.

!

began riding the Sportster on familiar routes around town, and
started feeling comfortable after getting over the initial oddity
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of its clunkiness. I learned to counter-steer, actually starting to
lean it over in curves when I felt really bold.
I'm finding that it's all about relaxing, believing the bike
will do what it's supposed to do, conquering fear. Of course,
skill is essential. So is a great deal of consciousness about the
surrounding world and its hazards. But sometimes, even
knowing what you're supposed to do, fear creates paralysis. And
as a result, you demonstrate only a fraction of your skill.
or me, motorcycling is about stretching myself, believing I
can be more than I have ever been, driving out fear in a new
way. I think about today's ride and start to contemplate the next
time ... another warm afternoon when we can roll the scooters
out of the shop, zip up our leathers and press those start switches, clunk those Harleys into gear and head out on the road. I'll
be ready.
"Yeah, great ride," I smile back. - .

We rode across the bright yellow suspension
bridge, known locally as the "Golden Gate," taking a break on the north bank for photos. Soon
we heard a distant rumble and, looking south,
saw our "fast group" parading down the opposite
bank. I wasn't sure how they got behind us, but
the fable of"The Tortoise and the Hare" came to
mind as I watched them clatter across the bridge
We snapped a few quick shots and mounted up again to continue our northward trek as the
rain came down in sheets. Cold needles stung
my face, prompting a mental note to bring a fullface road helmet with visor next time. Thankfully, my FieldSheer jacket kept me both warm
and dry. Some of my fellow riders weren't quite
so lucky.

fore erosion of the existing valleys and gorges
had taken place .... This limestone stratum is
known geologically as the Eureka Ledge."
Whitey's sharp eye picked out the bluff
dwellings and an old burned-out house with
chimney still standing, while I tried to keep one
eye on the road, one on the GPS and one on my
rear-view mirror (figuratively speaking, of
course), to make sure my group was still back
there.

T

he rain had briefly subsided but resumed in
earnest as we emerged from the forest and
crossed Highway 37 at Seligman. We hurried
(for a change) through the deluge and caught Old
Wire Road south to Pea Ridge National Military
Park, back into Arkansas. A couple of us were
straggler from the Speedy Gonzalez gang soaked to the bone and needed shelter. The ofsoon joined us, and who could blame him ficial manning the Pea Ridge visitor center didn't
for wanting to enjoy the scenery at a more lei- bat an eye when we marched inside looking like
surely pace? Soon we turned north into Butler drowned Power Rangers, dripping all over his
Hollow ("holler" in these parts) and suddenly we shiny floor. The warm air dryers in the bathwere in Missouri. This place gave me my first rooms helped thaw our frozen digits. Everyone
real understanding of a "hollow." Here, it's a was too hungry to linger, saving Civil War tourhalf-mile wide swath of flat terrain between two ism for fair weather. It wasn't far to "The Grill,"
ridges. The road runs along its eastern edge and where we repeated the Power Ranger routine,
Butler Creek flows through grazing land dotted tromping in, peeling off gear, and ordering burgwith cattle. I was in motorcycle nirvana as I ers.
stood on the pegs and rode rally-style through
Now the five of us are well fed, warmed
this isolated and timeless place.
up, dried out and ready to respond to Whitey's
At the hollow's northern end we veered curiosity about those cliff dwellings on our rewest, riding along a spectacular ridge. Accord- tum trip. The way home is familiar and, finally,
ing to M.R. Harrington, who surveyed and de- the rain has stopped. We arrive quickly and park
scribed this area in the 1920's, "nearly every hill on the roadside near the ruins. Approaching the
(shows) outcroppings of an almost horizontal structures under the bluff, we pass the metal
stratum of limestone 20 to 40ft. thick, which ap- shell of a truck cab, circa 1950. As we walk we
pears to have once covered the entire district be- seem to drift farther back in time, finding there-

A
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MYSTERY OF THE BLUFF DWELLERS
mains of a 19th century wagon, its fragments scattered
about the site like weathered old bones. We know something of Arkansas' prehistoric bluff dwellers but these relics are of more recent origin. What went on here?
Water drips from the limestone bluffs as we explore
the site beneath them. Large square-cut timbers had been
used to create stout walls .. . some obviously for people,
some apparently for livestock. Concrete bulkheads were
built into the cavity to provide shelter and create rooms for
human habitation. A lucky flash from Whitey's camera
discloses a full cistern hiding an eerie smattering of trash
in its dark waters. The area is strewn with broken furniture, plumbing parts, rusty farm implements, and, strangely, a vacuum cleaner.
So, this was someone's home. But whose? And
why here? We ride back up the road to the chimney
Whitey spied. Climbing through the fence, we approach
only close enough to realize that we shouldn't be here. It
appears the place has burned recently and, from the confined nature of the charred ground, we conclude this must
have been a controlled fire. It's better if we explore elsewhere. Crossing the road, we climb down into the creek
bed to investigate the rockworks. They appear to be the
remains of a roadbed from long ago, and buried nearby we
find a car resting on its side, only the sharp edges of its
rusty frame showing above the river rock. This discovery
raises even more questions, but it's time to move on.
There's a residence close by and we don't want to push
our luck . .. we may be explorers but don't intend to be
trespassers. Mounting up, we head east then south through
Butler Hollow, across the "Golden Gate," and back to Eureka Springs HQ.

W

e' re all curious about the origins of what we saw.
What settlement was this? Why did people live
under that bluff in modem times? Nerd that I am, I begin
doing research as soon as I can get to a computer and connect to the internet.
I learn that our route from Eureka Springs, Arkansas to Seligman, Missouri followed the route of the Eureka
Springs Railway, established in the early 1880's. The road
through Butler Hollow was built on the railway bed. The
rockworks were likely also a remnant of the railroad.
The cliff dwellers must have first built here in the
late 1800's and, based on the artifacts still present, these
bluffs were inhabited (or used for a junkyard) into the second half of the 20th Century. The details are still a mystery, one of many that await the rider willing to venture off
the beaten path.
Exploration and discovery . . . that's my favorite
thing about riding dual-sport motorcycles, and the Ozarks
provide plenty of opportunity for such adventure. I'm
thinking perhaps for next year's "Hillbilly Tour," my
"slow but scenic" ride will become "The Ride of Mystery." Indeed, stranger things have happened. - .
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"The road narrows here (5.8 miles from Beaver) and there is no safe place
to park. Look carefully to the left as the steep cliffs recede from the road.
You may be able to see, about 300 feet from the road, some wooden
structures under the overhanging cliff. This is the site of what are known
locally as Cliff Dwellings. The best view can be had during winter when the
trees and bushes are without leaves.
"Early settlers established homes under the cliffs as temporary shelters.
Train travelers were said to have been surprised (very much like us) at the
sight of these unusual dwellings. These temporary dwellings were
substantially furnished.
"There is an abandoned building in the overgrown field at 5.9 miles on the
left (our burned out building, no doubt). This building is not a cliff dwelling."

•Cragon, H.G. (2005}, The Eureka Springs Railway, An
Automobile Tour into the Past, Dallas, TX, Cragon Books.

One thing we discover
on this trip is that those
linle dots on the map with
names that look like towns
out in rural Oklahoma
are often not towns at all.
They are sometimes just
cemeteries.

"Your front brake lever is broken off,"
Bill says calmly as I brush off and check my leg
for injury (nothing but a bruise or two), while he
inspects the damage to the cycle.
One thing Bill had drilled into my head
during training, "Your front brake is critical.
About 70% of your stopping power is in your
front brake."
According to the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation, the most important thing you can
learn about braking is to use that front brake almost every time you want to slow down . (Exceptions to the rule are beyond the scope of this
article.)

Having seriously internalized that lesson
on braking, f proceed to freak out. Actually, I
was already pretty freaked out but this doesn't
help.
"Are you ready, Sweetheart?" Bill says,
after looking at the map and finding that we are
in fact, still on the right track.
" Well," I whine, choking back tears,
"How can I ride the motorcycle without a front
brake?"
"Would you rather stay here?''
"No."
"You can ride the Dyna if you ' d like."
I am already distraught and the idea of
trying to maneuver the larger motorcycle makes
me unreasonably fearful. I must summon what
little nerve, and what little braking power, remains and make it to our destination on the
Sporty, wet roads or not.
"No."
It turns out that our lodgings are not
much farther down the road and Bill spies a
sign for the turn-off. Numb by now both physically and mentally, I follow him up the drive
and park the bike in the gravel parking area. I
have never been so glad to get off a motorcycle.

E

agle Creek Guest Cottages are lovely and
secluded. Of heavy log construction,
they are spacious, warm, and comfortable, with
full kitchen, king-sized bed, charcoal grill , and
porch swing. There is even a Jacuzzi tub right
there in the Great Room. Settling in, I soak in
the bubbling hot water. Slowly, normothermia
and sanity return.
The next morning, actually I think it is
afternoon, we emerge and begin to forage for
food. We had thought to bring coffee to brew
in the cabin but the information available on
the internet (caveat emptor!) indicated there
was a "town" nearby with "restaurants," so we
thought we could easily purchase a meal. We
soon learn that sometimes the terms "town"
and "restaurant" are applied rather loosely
We head out two-up on Bill's Dyna to
find an eating establishment. I am nowhere
near ready to get on that Sportster again. For
today, I set aside my worry about how to get
the bike home, several hundred miles of 30%
braking power away.
We haven ' t eaten in more than 16 hours
and we are ravenous. We head east on State
Highway 144 and hit 259, going south . My
computer print-out (did I say, "caveat emptor?") indicates a cafe on 259 somewhere near
this spot. We see an old building, long abandoned, where we had hoped to find a burger
and fries. Okay, the next listing refers to a cafe
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in Smithville, a few miles farther down the
road.

O

ne thing we discover on this trip is that
those little dots on the map with names
that look like towns out in rural Oklahoma are
often not towns at all. They are sometimes just
cemeteries. "Last man out, please bury yourself, thank you!" They may once have been
thriving communities, and you might still find
the remains of school buildings nearby. But
don't count on food , gas, or lodging.
We roll into Smithville where there is indeed a restaurant. Today is Sunday so, of
course, it's closed. Whether it's open on other
days is not apparent. We spy a woman on a roof
with a broom, sweeping off debris. Two fellows
in lawn chairs sit in the front yard drinking beer
and supervising. l kid you not. When we ask
about a place to eat, they tell us the gas station
up on 259 serves hamburgers. Withholding our
comments and our mirth, we pay our respects
and continue our search for sustenance.
No one at the gas station seems to know
anything about hamburgers. They suggest we
drive to Queen Wilhelmina Lodge, about 40
miles on, and have a nice lunch. By this time I
am starting to shake with a stew of anger, hunger and disbelief. They may not cook burgers
on Sunday at this place but they deep fry mozzarella cheese and sell Doritos. Forget healthy
food . (Okay, I admit, a burger and fries doesn't
really qualify.) By now, any food will do. We
gather enough junk food to fill our bellies and
dine sitting on the front stoop. We watch locals
go in and out, and notice we are being carefully
monitored as well, by iconic old men in overalls
sitting on the bench in front of the store.

0

ur appetites finally addressed with lots of
calories but few nutrients, we take off
and ride twisties for the afternoon. We find a
fine road through Honobia and northwesterly
around a mountain that takes us to Talihina,
where, lo and behold, there is both a town and a
restaurant. After a real meal , we take the Talimena Scenic Drive east to Mena, Arkansas.
The ride is made more interesting by an encounter with a guy riding an Indian. He and Bill perform a dance of danger, some sort of manly ritual as I am learning, down the mountainside at
high speeds and precarious lean angles until the
dew starts to settle on the pavement. Bill detects
this when the bike begins to drift sideways on
the tighter turns. So warned, Bill deems it wise
to slow down and take a breather at a scenic
overlook. The Indian rider pulls in behind us
and warns me about riding with this crazy guy.
Talk about the pot calling the kettle black. Wasted words, anyway. I am already well informed.
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away. Twenty-first-century tourists can still take a 4 1/2-mile
round trip on the short length of remaining track via the
dinner train at the Eureka Springs end of the line.
We leave the parking lot of the Travelers Inn in a downpour,
heading north on Highway 23. Mter four miles we veer left
on Highway 187, which takes us into Beaver, Arkansas, for a
crossing of the White River. Having heard that the bridge is
underwater as a result of heavy spring rains, we consider a
detour, but forge ahead in hopes that conditions may have
improved. Descending into the river valley we discover that we
are in luck. The river is brimming but has receded enough
to make crossing possible. The bright-yellow bridge, known
locally as the "Little Golden Gate," is one of the few remaining
suspension bridges in the state and a popular tourist attraction.
We rumble across the wooden planks of the narrow span, only
a few feet above the roiling surface of the river.
Mter riding another 2 1/2 miles on 187, we find County
Road 232 and turn northwest. We are now in Missouri, riding
through the lovely Butler "Holler," and finally find ourselves
off the pavement. A smooth dirt road with just enough stream
crossings, curves and gravel takes us through a half-mile-wide
swath of flat green land between two ridges. Our road, built
atop the old railway bed, runs along the eastern edge of Butler
Creek, through pasture land dotted with grazing cattle.
Standing up, I ride rally-style through the beautiful isolation
of this motorcycle nirvana. I imagine myself in another century,
seeing the same vista from the window of a moving train. I
have to remind myself to check on my flock which, I notice, is
enjoying this as much as I am.
Leaving the hollow after about 4 1/2 miles, we veer west on
a forest road (we are now in the Mark Twain National Forest)
and skirt a ridge of spectacular limestone bluffs, where we
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notice some ruins. Oddly, old
buildings are nestled into the
base of the clif£ We agree to
explore these on our return trip.
Emerging from the forest after
about five miles, we cross Highway 37 at Seligman and ride
west on Highway DD through
an increasingly heavy rain. As
ducks we should love this, but
in truth the raindrops feel like
needles on my exposed skin at
highway speeds. We thankfully
touch dirt again after almost
seven miles when we cross back
into Arkansas on Old Wire
Road. This road has served as an
Indian trail, military route and
mail road, and eventually was
dubbed "Wire Road" for the
telegraph wires strung along its
length during the Civil War
period. We travel south five
miles and intersect Highway 62
just east of the entrance to Pea
Ridge National Military Park.
Pea Ridge preserves the site
of an 1862 Civil War battle that
gave the Union total control of
Missouri and led directly to the
federal occupation of Arkansas.
The park encompasses 4,300
acres and features a reconstructed
Elkhorn Tavern, a visitors'
center, a museum, self-guided
tours and a 2 1/2-mile segment of
the "Trail ofTears."
Cold, wet and hungry, our
group dries out, warms up and
lunches on burgers in the nearby village of Garfield. Restored,
we start back to explore those
cliff dwellings.
The rain has let up, the way
is familiar and we arrive quickly
at the ruins. Approaching the
structures under the bluff, we
pass the metal shell of a truck
cab, circa 1950. We drift farther
back in time as we walk, finding
the remains of a 19th-century
wagon, its fragments scattered
about the site like weathered
old bones. We know something
of Arkansas' prehistoric bluff
dwellers, but these relics are of
more recent origin. What went
on here?
Water drips from the bluffs

"Como se llama?"
Bill Dragoo photographs a
guard llama and his cattle.

Bill crossing the "Little Golden
Gate" bridge over the White
River at Beaver, Arkansas.
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